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Figure 4.68
POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVE SITE FOR FIRE STATION
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Figure 4.69
FIRST-RESPONSE EXTENT WITH CONSOLIDATED STATION
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Figure 4.70
ISO ENGINE DISTANCE WITH CONSOLIDATED STATION
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Figure 4.71
FIRST-ALARM ASSEMBLY WITH CONSOLIDATED STATION
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Figure 4.72 summarizes the impact upon coverage parameters given the use of a
consolidated station. It can be seen that there is not a significant difference between the
use of Station 1 or a new station at the Church Street site.
Figure 4.72
SUMMARY TABLE OF COVERAGE IMPACT
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It should be reiterated that the closure of a station or an apparatus reduces the staff and
the capability of the department for ancillary but necessary activities such as inspections,
training, mutual aid response, and specialty services such as technical rescue and
hazardous materials mitigation response. Any decision to close a station or apparatus
must take into account these factors.
Viability of Curtailing EMS First Response
Were EMS calls to be eliminated from demand by ending the NRFD first medical
responder program, it would not cause the reduction of staffing, station, or apparatus.
This is because of the necessity of a certain amount of apparatus and manpower housed
in limited capacity stations to be able to fight fire when they occur. Additionally, other
emergencies that NRFD handle occur City-wide and many times simultaneously. The
City would need available capacity of resources for these calls as well.
Does an entire company need to respond to a medical call given the cost to operate a fire
apparatus? The experience of other fire departments has shown that the answer to that
question is “no.” One option could be to use utility or SUV vehicles with one or two
firefighters that could breakaway in most cases in the event of a fire incident and rejoin
their crew. The first-response apparatus would still be available in the area with the
Officer and Driver for initial scene assessment and coordination of response.
While this may reduce the wear upon fire apparatus, these EMS response vehicles may
need to be purchased, maintained, and housed at stations that currently do not have the
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space. With the current three-man staffing, sending two firefighters would leave the
apparatus with only a driver, unable to initiate fire operations until further help arrived.
A solo response to EMS calls can be very dangerous at times for a crew member. This
type of EMS response is well suited for a four-man crew with available station space,
factors that hinder the NRFD currently.
CONDITION OF FIRE STATION FACILITIES
When visiting and spending time in the NRFD fire stations it was obvious to the Study
Team that fire station facilities aging and in poor condition needing substantial
maintenance and upgrades. There appear to be building, fire code and safety violations
that need to be resolved. Each fire station facility should be professionally inspected by
an architectural firm to provide the basis for the development, funding and
implementation of a Fire Stations Capital Project.
SUMMARY
It appears that the City has sufficient fire stations to meet the service demand of the City.
Over 90% can be reached from the stations according to the travel-time model. The
pattern of service demand, which is concentrated downtown, is not likely to significantly
change given the redevelopment projects there and the lack of developable open space on
the north side of the City. Over two-thirds of the service demand occurs during the
daylight hours, and there is little variance of the center of demand located near the traffic
circle. EMS calls account for 50% of the workload and this higher amount is typical for
fire departments providing medical first-responder services. The workload of the units is
not unmanageable, and the response time performance reflects this and is acceptable.
NRFD chooses to request mutual aid from more distant neighboring departments,
sacrificing proximity for readiness and availability. There is significant coverage overlap
between the apparatus and the stations in the downtown area, which could be consolidated without significant impact upon service delivery.
OPTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
4-1

The Fire Chief should consider establishing a policy of no fire apparatus response
to routine medical calls unless criteria, such as cardiac arrest, major trauma, etc., is
determined by dispatch or Transcare paramedic arriving on location.
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4-2

The Fire Chief should consider establishing an initial response policy that dictates
when lights and sirens are to be used for all unit types based upon criticality.

4-3

The Fire Chief should assure that NRFD staff become more knowledgeable on the
use of its RMS software and issue reports with data updated on a regular basis so
that information and statistics are readily available.

4-4

The Fire Chief and City should encourage 60 Control to track units individually
for enhanced data analysis for ISO recommended standard of coverage and
deployment reports. This includes individual apparatus arrival at scene times and
record “enroute” time markers to track crew turnout time performance.

4-5

The Fire Chief should assure that all three desired characteristics for mutual aid
resources―proximity, availability, and readiness―are considered as part of the
selection of mutual aid units requested.

4-6

The City should be consult with the Fire Department if a plan for David’s Island
development moves forward in order for consideration to be given to the potential
for a satellite fire station and/or available fire boats.

4-7

The City should assure that the NRFD is consulted before the implementation of
traffic humps and other traffic calming systems or devices.

4-8

Should the City choose to close a Truck (Ladder) company, the truck apparatus in
Station 2 should be considered and evaluate the constraints of the CDBG funding
for this apparatus.

4-9

Should the City choose to close a fire station, the least impactful station that can
be closed is Station 2.

4-10 The Fire Chief should consider alternatives to a full-crew apparatus response to
medical calls with costly fire apparatus.
4-11 The City should consider a consolidated downtown fire station, as outlined in the
“What-If Scenario” section of this Chapter, in order to provide the opportunity for
the implementation of four-person staffing of fire apparatus.
4-12 The Fire Chief and City should assess all fire stations for conditions needing
repair, maintenance or other upgrades and develop and implement a capital bondfunded project.
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